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At a quiet weekend in the Summer of 2018 I got an urgent email from the German Team leader to
allow him to put content at the NATO Chess web site. Of course I knew that Germany will organize
the tournament in 2019, so I thought that he wanted to update the information of the upcoming
tournament.
Next Monday after the Weekend, I got an email from my team captain about the bad news of Lorenz
Drabke. Now I could understand why I got the urgent email. I was shocked and began searching the
internet. The news had already spread across several Chess Associations, including the German
section of Chessbase. I regulary read the news at this section, but because it was Summer, I had
completely overlooked the bad news item.
In the past I have cycled a lot at the roads and hills. Having seen Lorenz broken bicycle at the local
news, I made me angry what happened to him.
In the past I have made many pictures of all players of the NATO Chess tournaments, including
Lorenz. In most of the German team pictures, Lorenz had closed his eyes, so my experience of
photographing him was always a challenge.

Price giving Ceremony, Quebec 2014

In this article I like to commemorate Lorenz by studying his games in the NATO Chess Championships,
while giving exercises.
At the NATO Chess Tournaments, Lorenz was one of the participants who has one of the highest
ratings. I am sure that Lorenz must have asked himself every time how he can make a difference
against an opponent of 200-400 points below his rating. Here are some of his skills.

Theme: Unusual playing to confuse the opponent
Imagine that your opponent plays solid, and with quiet play, you have calculated that your chance to
win the game is small. What would you do?
Position 1

Position after 13.f2-f4. What did Lorenz with Black play?

Theme: Playing with pressure from the beginning
Imagine your opponent plays the opening fast, what would you do as a stronger player?
Position 2

Position after 8.c2-c4.
Lorenz has black. Does white has a weak spot?
a) No
b) Yes

Theme: Opponent neglects thumb rules of middle game
Position 3

Position after 16.Bb3-c2. Lorenz has white. Black to move. Choose between
a) 18…Re8
b) 18…Nc6

c) 18…d4

Theme: A good defender. Opponent presses too hard and loses.
At some times, Lorenz shows he can really defend. This is especially the case in the games where he
plays with Black, from solid openings.
During this game, some questions are given. The solutions are found at the end of the article.

Daler – Drabke, Ankara 2007
1.d4 d5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Bf4 c5 4.e3 Nc6 5.c3 Qb6 6.Qb3

6…c4! 7.Qxb6 axb6
In this line, White has to struggle against equality: 1) Activity by occupying the a file is more
important than having the double b pawns and 2) It is difficult to open the position the position with
e3-e4, to create any form of counter play.
8.Na3 Bf5

9.Ne5?!
White will get some activity, but because not all the pieces are taking part of the game, this move is
questionable. The most played moves are 9.Nh4 and 9.Nb5, but they also do not give White any
advantage. 9.Be2 is a quiet continuation.
Question 1: What should black do after 9.Nb5?
Back to the game.
9…Ra5!
Preventing Nb5.
10.f3 h5
Position 4

Question 2: Choose between 11.e4 and 11.Naxc4
Back to the game.
11.Naxc4 dxc4 12.Nxc4 Ra6 13.e4 Bd7 14.Ne3 Ra8 15.e5 Ng8 16.Nd5 Ra5 17.Nxb6 e6 18.a4 Ra7

Question 3: Find the strongest continuation for White.
Back to the game.
19.Be3? Nge7 20.Nxd7 Kxd7 21.d5 Nxd5 22.Bxa7 Nxa7

From Whites 9th move, he has played with force, but Black has succeeded to neutralize the threats.
In this unbalanced position, White has a rook and two pawns for 2 Knights. The position is easier to
play for Black:




The white pawns are not mobile.
The rooks have no files to become active.
Black has a strong hold at d5.

After a long game Black managed to win this game.

Solutions
Position 1

Lebel – Drabke, Kolobzreg 2005.
White had played 13.f2-f4 to neutralize blacks e7-e5, but this move has a disadvantage of restricting
the bishop at c1. In the middle game, your pieces are supporting your pawns. This would lead to the
following Middle game thumb rule: you put your pieces at optimal squares before considering a
pawn move. This explains why f2-f4 is an ugly move. It neglects Bc1 and Ta1. A better move is for
example 13.Bg5, to allow Ra1 into play.
After 13.f4 black has a lot of candidate moves. Logical moves are 13…Nf6 or 13…Nc5 followed by
bringing Bc8 into play. However, what about the passivity of Bc1? Lorenz played the brave move
13…Bxd4+!?
trusting that Bc1 remains passive while also trusting that Bg7 will not be needed for defending the
black king. This move is very confusing, in the case that is does not follow the rules of thumb in the
middle game. After
14.cxd4 Nf6 15.Bf3 Be6

we conclude that we have reached a position that is easier to play with black than with white. Black
has a strong square d5 and Bc1 is buried behind his own pawns d4 and f4. White have to play careful
to avoid losing control of the light squares, beginning with 16.b3.
Compare 13…Bxd4+ with the freeing move 13…e5: after 13…e5 14.fxe5 Nxe5 15.Bf4 white has an
easy position to play.

Position 2

Ergonen – Drabke, Rynia 2013
Position after 8.c2-c4.

If White succeeds to complete his development, he will have a good game because Blacks counter
play is seriously reduced by the pawn formation c4, e4. Black has several set ups in this position. The
most played move is 8…g6, followed by 8…Be7. Both moves are quiet moves. After castling Black has
to find counter play. Lorenz, however, played
8…Nbd7.
A tricky move, with the possibility of putting pressure at pawn c4, a future weak spot. White is not
aware of this possibility and played the logical sequence
9.Nc3 Ne5 10.Kh1
Although 9.Nc3 and 10.Kh1 are the most played moves, they do not do relieve Blacks pressure
against pawn c4. Safer options are 9.b3, or still 9.Nc3 followed by 10.Bg5, giving the possibility to
defend pawn c4 with Ra1-c1.
10…Bd7 11.f4?
It was time to defend the c2 pawn and Nc3 with 11.Bd2! After 11…Rc8 12.b3 Qc5 13.Nf3 Nxd3
14.Qxd3 Be7 the position is balanced.
11…Nxd3 12.Qxd3 Rc8
And black will win a pawn. What we can conclude from this game is that by studying games, you
should not follow the most played move without understanding the position.

Position 3

Drabke – Indbryn, Berkshire 2006

Position after 16.Bb3-c2. Black has more space, but also has a weakness of square e5. Black has one
piece that temporarily does not take part of the game, Na5. After 16…Nc6 black has also solved the
weakness of square e5.

The move 16…Re8 does not solve the weakness of square e5 because White can still play 17.Ne5!?
In the game,
16…d4?
was played. This move violates the Middle game thumb rule that pieces should be put on optimal
squares before playing a pawn move. After
17.cxd4 Bxd4 18.Nxd4
White has already a comfortable position.

Answers to the questions of the game Daler – Drabke
Question 1: What should black do after 9.Nb5?

Analysis diagram after 9.Nb5
Answer:
After a passive move like 9…Rc8 White could continue with 10.b3 to break open the centre. To
prevent this plan, Black should play 9…Ra5! After 10.a4 (10.Nc7 Kd7 only makes the Knight at c7
vulnerable) 10…Bc2 11.Be2 Rxa4 12.Kd2 White as sufficient compensation for the pawn in the form
of activity.

Question 2: Choose between 11.e4 and 11.Naxc4

Answer:
11.e4 is a good move to destruct Blacks centre. After 11…Bh7 white can continue to prevent b6-b5
with 12.Bxc4! Simultaneously developing a piece. 12…dxc4 13.Nexc4 Ra4 14.Nxb6 Ra6 15.Nbc4

In this position white has 3 pawns for a piece, but the important fact is that all of the pawns are
mobile. This seems to be a better version than the game.

Question 3: Find the strongest continuation for White.

Answer:
19.Bc4 Nge7 20.b4 restricts blacks activity at the queen side. It also prevents Blacks strong hold at
square d5.

